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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

Five years ago, I uncovered a
shocking act of defiance in an unexpected setting. As I was perusing a Yiddish website, I came
across a photo featuring Hasidic
women in lab coats. I read in the
accompanying text about Ruchie
Freier, a Hasidic woman who was
leading her Hasidic sisters from
Brooklyn in creating America’s
first all-female volunteer EMT
corps called Ezras Nashim, or
“women helping women.”
While an all-female EMT corps is
remarkable in itself, I was even
more intrigued by the context
surrounding Ruchie’s effort and
its implications in Hasidic Brooklyn. As an Orthodox Jewish
woman myself, I immediately understood that the formation of
Ezras Nashim would pose a significant disruption to cultural

Director Paula Eiselt.

norms in the gender-segregated

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

Hasidic community. By claiming
EMS as a male-only space in the Orthodox/Hasidic world, Hatzolah had actively prevented women from participating in
emergency care and made it known that they were not going to allow space for the women’s solution that is Ezras Nashim.
Until that moment, I had never heard of proud Hasidic women challenging the status quo of their own community and refusing to take no for an answer from the all-powerful patriarchy. Their courage and persistence in demanding progress from
within their own community—even in the face of fierce opposition—inspired me to make 93Queen.
Over four years of filming, I operated as a one woman-crew to capture subtly the highs and the lows of forming Ezras Nashim,
from its inception through its launch and, finally, Ruchie’s surprise run for Brooklyn civil court judge.
In many ways, the making of 93Queen mirrors the radical formation of Ezras Nashim.
In Hasidic culture, secular media is taboo, and women shy away from any sort of public attention. In fact, Hasidic publications
do not print photos of any women at all. As an insider who understands the laws of modesty and promised to follow them
in the making of the film, I was granted unprecedented and exclusive access to the David-and-Goliath story of Ezras Nashim.
The result is the first documentary portrayal by an insider of Hasidic women who actually live inside the Hasidic world adhering to that lifestyle.
In addition to being silenced within their own community’s media, women like Ruchie and her sister EMTs are seldom, if ever,
given a voice in mainstream secular media. The few documentaries about the Hasidic community that do exist dangerously
exploit stereotypes and present the culture as monolithic. Aside from simply perpetuating ignorance, these unchallenged depictions not only feed anti-Semitism, but force the members of the Hasidic community to isolate themselves further.
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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

Rachel 'Ruchie' Freier discusses
the role of Hatzolah in the Hasidic
community and their doubts
about Ezras Nashim.
Photo courtesy of Michael Crommett

Our commitment to allowing minorities to tell their own stories extends to our music as well. The vocals interlaced into Laura
Karpman’s masterful score are sung by Hasidic singer Perl Wolfe. Perl is the former lead singer of the first all-female Hasidic
band, Bulletproof Stockings. Women are forbidden to sing publicly in mixed company in Hasidic communities, so Perl’s riveting and raw vocals literally give Hasidic women worldwide a voice. The vocals consist largely of traditional Hasidic melodies
known as niggunim that are almost always sung by men, but also include an original song built with lyrics from a Jewish
prayer that highlights the power of women. Perl’s vocals reclaim another male-dominated space and serve as a “Greek chorus” for our story.
93Queen is a game-changing film: It neither demonizes nor sanitizes the Hasidic community, but rather introduces viewers
to the type of complex and nuanced Hasidic human beings many don’t believe exist. Our story provides an intellectually and
emotionally honest portrayal of what female-driven progress looks like in the oft-misunderstood Hasidic community.
93Queen is a universal story in a very particular setting about what happens when we empower women to make progress
on their own terms rather than shaming their customs.
No one embodies the confounding dichotomy between tradition and modernity quite like Ruchie Freier. While toeing the
blurred line between redefining traditional roles and merely updating them, Ruchie takes matters into her own hands to move
her community forward—first with Ezras Nashim and then with her political campaign. Ruchie’s personal evolution from community activist to community leader presents a thought-provoking—yet challenging—model for progress.
Whether they recognize it or not, Ruchie and the women of Ezras Nashim have laid the groundwork for lasting and sustainable forward movement in the Hasidic community that can be mirrored nationally. And like women all over the globe, they
have proven to be the most potent force their community has to combat injustice and fulfill societal needs.
Paula Eiselt
Director, 93Queen
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INTRODUCTION

Set in the Hasidic Jewish enclave of Borough Park, Brooklyn, 93Queen follows a group of tenacious women who are
testing the limits of patriarchal control in their insular com-

Ruchie introduces Borough Park, the largest Hasidic
neighborhood in New York City.
Photo courtesy of Mai Iskander

munity. In defiance of Hasidic leaders, the women create
Ezras Nashim, the first all-female volunteer ambulance corps
in New York City. This action seems radical, but it is in service of a very traditional goal: to preserve women’s modesty.
Led by the indefatigable Rachel “Ruchie” Freier, these determined women overcome substantial opposition and even
sabotage to found Ezras Nashim.
With unprecedented access, 93Queen shows the contradictions, tensions and triumphs of this movement. The Ezras
Nashim volunteers remain committed to their faith and their
primary roles as wives and mothers, even as they change
their community from within. Symbolic of that change is
Ruchie Freier herself, who becomes a judge—and the first
Hasidic woman in U.S. history to hold elected office.
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS

KEY ISSUES

93Queen is well suited for use in a variety of settings

93Queen is an excellent tool for outreach and will be of

and is especially recommended for use with:

special interest to people looking to explore the following topics:

•

Your local PBS station

•

Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

•

change in traditional communities

films relating to women struggling for a voice in

•

equality/equity

patriarchal religious communities, including The

•

feminism

•

gender roles

Other Country

•

Hasidism

Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the

•

Judaism

“Key Issues” section

•

New York City/Brooklyn/Borough Park

•

Faith-based organizations and institutions

•

religious studies

•

High school students, youth groups and clubs

•

resilience

•

Civic, fraternal and community groups

•

sexism

•

Academic departments and student groups at

•

sociology

•

volunteer emergency services

•

women’s rights

•

women’s studies

War to Be Her, The World Before Her, The Light in
Her Eyes, What Tomorrow Brings and Dalya’s
•

colleges, universities and high schools
•

Cultural institutions, such as historical societies,
museums, arts centers and so on

•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries

USING THIS GUIDE
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use 93Queen to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives that foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing
viewpoints and listening actively.
The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues
in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And
be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and
optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Hasidic Judaism and the Bobover Court

Ruchie and Yitty speaking about Ezras Nashimon Chazaq,
a Hasidic radio station.
Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

The Brooklyn neighborhood of Borough Park is home to
about 250,000 Jews, one of the largest concentrations of
Jewish people in the United States. Borough Park residents
are predominantly ultra-Orthodox and associate with sev-

jobs, as they don’t hold traditional high school degrees. Be-

eral different Hasidic movements, or “courts”. Ruchie Freier

fore founding her Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)

and her family belong to the Bobov court. Headquartered in

corps, Rachel “Ruchie” Freier created a program called

Borough Park, the Bobovers have satellite communities, in-

B’Derech (Hebrew for “on the path”) in which yeshiva-edu-

cluding one in the upstate New York town of Monsey. Many

cated men could obtain high school equivalency diplomas

Hasidic families speak Yiddish, the traditional language of

and associate degrees, making them more competitive in the

Ashkenazi Jews from Eastern Europe.

labor market.

The Bobov movement originated in the southern Poland

The Bobovers’ beliefs and practices have much in common

town of Bobowa, and was brought to the United States by

with those of other Hasidic courts and those of Orthodox

a rebbe (a spiritual leader) named Shlomo Halberstam. The

Jews generally. What distinguishes Hasidim from non-Ha-

Bobovers settled in Borough Park in the 1960s and became

sidic Orthodox Jews (known as Modern Orthodox) is each

known as a moderate and peaceful movement with friendly

court’s allegiance to a rabbi who acts as a spiritual leader.

relationships with other Hasidic courts. The Bobovers run a

Many Hasidic customs were designed to infuse day-to-day

yeshiva, or ultra-Orthodox school, that does not forbid stu-

Jewish practices with an additional layer of devotional pas-

dents from pursuing secular education and careers after

sion. Practices are mandated by the Torah (the Hebrew

their religious studies—a policy that is unusual among

Bible), which Hasidim consider to be the word of God. In

yeshivas. Some yeshiva graduates struggle to find

order to carry out that word on a daily basis, they follow the
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Torah’s commandments as interpreted by rabbis. The commandments include rules that govern behavior, such as following kosher dietary laws, praying regularly and abstaining

Ruchie and Yitty talk to an EMT materials supplier about the
possible repercussions of working together. The supplier
also does business with with Hatzolah, and he decides to
"remain neutral by not working with Ezras Nashim.

from certain activities on the Sabbath.

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

Hasidim also follow strict Torah-prescribed customs regarding gender, marriage and family, such as separation of the
sexes in most settings outside the family. A Hasidic Jewish
man may not touch any woman other than his wife, and
women must dress modestly. Outside their homes, married
women conceal their hair with either head coverings or wigs.
As a reflection of their 17th-19th century Eastern European
heritage, men also dress in a distinctive style: they cover
their heads with hats and wear beards, sidelocks, fringes and
long black coats. Hasidic Jewish culture is traditionally patriarchal: women are expected to manage child-rearing and
homemaking. In addition to performing household labor,
some Hasidic women are the primary breadwinners for their
families, which allows their husbands to study Torah fulltime.

munities. However, Ruchie Freier and her supporters believe
her work as a paramedic and a judge fulfills the Torah’s mandate to care for her community. She rejects the label of
“feminist” because she does not believe she’s defying her
community’s beliefs around gender roles. “I conformed,” she
once said in an interview with the New York Times. “I just
found some creative ways to extend what it means to conform.”
Sources
Barnes, Julian E. “Symbolic Line Divides Jews in Borough Park; A
Debate Over Strictures For Sabbath Observance.” The New York Times,
June 2, 2000.
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/06/02/nyregion/symbolic-line-

Women’s participation in public life, including work outside the home, is contested in Hasidic Jewish com-

divides-jews-borough-park-debate-over-strictures-for-sabbath.html?pa
gewanted=all
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“Bobover Jews in the New York Metro Area.” All Peoples Initiative,
Sept. 2009. http://unreachednewyork.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/11/Bobover-Jew-Profile-Final.pdf

Hatzolah Emergency Service was started in Brooklyn in 1969,
when the average response time was 30 minutes. They are
now the largest volunteer ambulance corps in the world.
Photo courtesy of Michael Crommett

Katz, Andrew. “A Brooklyn Trailblazer Becomes America’s First Female
Hasidic Judge.” The Times of Israel, Oct. 29, 2016.
https://www.timesofisrael.com/a-brooklyn-trailblazer-becomes-

Hatzolah and Ezras Nashim EMS Services

americas-first-female-hasidic-judge/

The nonprofit organization Hatzolah (sometimes transliter-

Mintz, Jerome R. Hasidic People: A Place in the New World. Cambridge:

ated as Hatzalah) is a volunteer-run ambulance and emer-

Harvard University Press, 1994.

gency medical services provider with branches around the

Morris, Bonnie. “Hasidic Women in the United States.” My Jewish

world. Founded in New York City in 1965, Hatzolah is now

Learning. https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/hasidic-women-

the largest volunteer EMT service in the United States, with

in-the-united-states/

almost 2,000 volunteer EMTs across the country. Hatzolah

Otterman, Sharon. “Judge Ruchie, the Hasidic Superwoman of Night
Court.” The New York Times, Nov. 17, 2017.

was founded to fulfill a need in ultra-Orthodox neighborhoods for a service whose workers understood the commu-

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/17/nyregion/judge-ruchie-the-

nity’s cultural and religious needs, as well as its language.

hasidic-superwoman-of-night-court.html

Hatzolah is primarily supported by volunteers and donations

PBS. “A Life Apart: Hasidism in America.”
https://www.pbs.org/alifeapart/intro_2.html
Rutgers Department of Jewish Studies. “Yiddish FAQs.”
http://jewishstudies.rutgers.edu/yiddish/102-department-ofjewish-studies/yiddish/159-yiddish-faqs

from the Jewish community, although it works with public
health agencies and provides treatment and transportation
at no cost to all who need it. All Hatzolah volunteers are men.
Ezras Nashim, which is Hebrew for “women helping women,”
is an all-female volunteer-run EMS service based in Brooklyn.
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Ezras Nashim volunteers attend EMT trainin classes.

Like its male counterpart, Hatzolah, Ezras Nashim was

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

founded by a group of volunteers to meet a perceived need
in the community: emergency medical care for Orthodox
Jewish women who, having grown up in a gender-segregated culture, are uncomfortable receiving treatment from
men.

2018, Ezras Nashim received the EMS Agency of the Year
award from the Regional EMS Council of New York City. The

According to the Ezras Nashim website, “Tznius, or modesty,

organization’s website reads, “It is our hope that Ezras

is [a] way of life. It dictates the way we dress, speak and act

Nashim will become an indispensable part of the Brooklyn

on a daily basis. Our personal identity and the defining char-

community and then spread to Jewish communities around

acteristic... is our dedication to Tznius.” Freier and other Ha-

the globe.”

sidic Jewish women founded Ezras Nashim in order to
preserve the dignity of women receiving medical help, es-

Sources

pecially those undergoing obstetric/gynecological treat-

Chevra Hatzalah Volunteer Ambulance Corps Inc. “The Organization.”

ment and giving birth. Although the organization is

https://www.hatzalah.org/organization.php

trailblazing, in this respect it is also aligned with traditional

Ezras Nashim. “Our Mission.” https://www.ezras-nashim.org/our-

Jewish values.

mission/

Ezras Nashim is New York state-certified in basic life sup-

Fisher, Alyssa. “All-Women Hatzolah Organization Honored as EMS

port first response. Its volunteers receive privileges for train-

Agency of the Year.” Forward, July 5, 2018. https://forward.com/fast-

ing and rotations at two New York City hospitals, as well as

forward/404808/all-women-hatzolah-organization-honored-as-ems-ag

the blessing of several prominent Jewish rabbis. Freier still
serves as director of the organization, and new volunteers continue to join the EMT corps every year. In

ency-of-the-year/
Hatzolah EMS of North Jersey. “About Hatzolah EMS.”
http://www.hatzolahems.org/about.html
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Judge Rachel “Ruchie” Freier was married at 19 to Tzvi Dovid

Ruchie's husband David discusses his own doubts about a
women's only EMT corps, but affirms his support and hope
for its success.

Freier. The couple has six children, and they are also grand-

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

Judge Freier and Family

parents.
Freier has an extended track record of community service. In
2005 (the same year she earned her law degree), she established Chasdei Devorah, a charity organization that helps
poor Jewish families. In 2008, in conjunction with volunteer
work in New York City family court, she was one of the

Sources
Ezras Nashim. “Meet Our Team.”
https://www.ezras-nashim.org/our-team/

founders of B’Derech, a program providing education, therapy and guidance to at-risk Hasidic youth.
Freier spearheaded years of preparation for Ezras Nashim,
the all-woman EMT service launched in 2014. Freier not only
led the effort but also earned certification as an EMT.
In 2016, she campaigned (as a Democrat) and was elected as
a civil court judge for the Kings County fifth judicial district
in New York state. Although she ran for the civil court, after
her election she was assigned to serve on the criminal court,
where she now presides. Freier is the first Hasidic woman to
hold public office in the United States. She previously
worked as a legal secretary, and then, after passing
the bar exam in 2006, as a real estate attorney.
DISCUSSION GUIDE
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in 93Queen

Rachel “Ruchie” Freier – Co-founder of Ezras Nashim, lawyer

Yocheved Lerner - Ezras Nashim co-founder and veteran
EMT; although Lerner had the initial idea for Ezras Nashim, she
eventually left the organization over a dispute with Freier

Hadassah Ellis - EMT recruit

Yitty Mandel - One of the original Ezras Nashim organizers

Pearl Rosenberg – Ezras Nashim member who tries to talk
with Freier about issues with Lerner and the group’s
decision-making process
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GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Pearl Rosenberg tells Ruchie about other volunteers'
concerns around how the group will be run.

Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a
few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

pose a general question (examples below) and give people
some time to themselves to jot down or think about their
answers before opening the discussion:
•

If a friend asked you what this film was about, what
would you say?

•

Did anything in the film surprise you?

•

What did you learn from this film? How does your

At the end of your discussion, to help people synthesize
what they’ve experienced and move the focus from dialogue to action steps, you may want to choose one of
these questions:
•

new insight influence the way you think about the
film’s central issues?
•

•

knew it?

found particularly disturbing or moving. What was it
•

their main takeaway would be?

If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,
whom would you ask and what would you ask them?

If you could require one person (or one group) to
view this film, who would it be? What do you hope

you?
•

What did you learn from this film that you wish
everyone knew? What would change if everyone

Describe a moment or scene in the film that you
about that scene that was especially compelling for

The Ezras Nashim story is important because
____________.

•

Complete this sentence: I am inspired by this film
(or discussion) to __________.
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Ruchie continues to receive derisive comments online
about Ezras Nashim.

Gender Roles

Graphics by Jason Conradt

What does your faith tradition, if you have one, teach about
the roles of women and men? How does it compare to the
gender roles you see in the film?

When the organizers visit a rabbi to seek his blessing, they

Freier summarizes some of the resistance faced by Ezras

find themselves in a neighborhood that declares one side of

Nashim, saying, “They think that women aren’t fast enough,

the street is for men and the other for women. How do the

strong enough or smart enough.” What aspects of women’s

Ezras Nashim women reconcile their religious traditions

traditional roles as wives and mothers prove that women

(which include practices that mirror the “separate but equal”

are, indeed, fast, strong and smart? Do you think that is the

interpretation once used to justify racial segregation in the

men’s true reason for resisting Ezras Nashim? What might

United States) with the constitutional principle of equality

be an unspoken motive?

under the law? Is there a point where separation of genders

Freier says, “I grew up hearing the message that you weren’t
going to be able to raise a family and be the mother, a true

becomes inherently unequal? Where would you draw the
line?

mother, if you were going to have a career.” Rejecting that

On election night a speaker introduces Ruchie Freier’s hus-

idea, she manages to raise six kids, diligently observe the re-

band, Tzvi Dovid Freier, saying, “Behind... behind every man

ligious aspects of keeping a traditional Jewish home, get an

there’s a woman? Behind every woman, there’s a great man.”

education, volunteer, have a career and run a successful

What did you learn from the film about the importance of

campaign to be elected as a judge. What are the pros

husbands and fathers as allies? What sacrifices were re-

and cons of her do-it-all approach?

quired of Tzvi Dovid in order for his wife to succeed?
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Ruchie Freier laments, “Sometimes I wonder why did God
create me a woman? … So much of the things that I want to

Ruchie arrives at the house of a woman in labor—
the first call Ezras Nashim received.
Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

do [are] that much harder because I’m a woman. If I had
been a Hasidic man I don’t think I would have half the problems that I have.” Some women have responded to similar
realizations by leaving the Hasidic community and/or critiquing Hasidic interpretations of Judaism. Freier chooses to
stay. What are the benefits of working to change a community from within rather than abandoning it? What strengths
do you think Freier draws from her community?
Hadassah Ellis describes the modesty (tznius) challenge that

touch. Married women must cover their hair, so they wear
wigs. And when visiting the rabbi, they put scarves over their
wigs, so that even artificial hair is covered. At one point a
woman who is styling hair for a wedding explains that
women remain covered “because the women are more pure”
than men and the rabbis want to keep them that way. What
do you think the rules governing women’s modesty indicate
about the community’s underlying attitudes toward women?

is at the core of Ezras Nashim:
We’re talking about women who no one has ever seen their
naked legs except for their husband…Not only has she never

Organizing Ezras Nashim

had sex with anybody but her husband—she’s never so much

Pearl Rosenberg asks, “What’s the buy-in of a typical Ezras

as held hands with anybody but her husband... And then

Nashim member? Salary, there isn’t. Even status within the

suddenly there’s 10 men in her room while she’s exposed

community? In the beginning, for sure, there’s not going to

from the waist down. So at the end of the day we just don’t
want women to have to go through that.

be that.” What do you think the payoff is for the members of
Ezras Nashim?

As we see in the film, in Hasidic culture, men and

Radio host Bracha Melzer says, “People shouldn’t think that

women who are not married to each other cannot

Yitty and Ruchie are feminists; they are very, very, very far
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from that, and that was one of the reasons why I was very

Ruchie votes in her local election, which includes the race for
civil court judge.

excited about interviewing them, knowing that these are

Photo courtesy of Adam Gundersheimer

frum [devout and observant] women, who are living frum
lives, who are educating their children to live a Torah life.”

bring it to fruition, but now that she’s brought it to fruition

Why was it important for Ezras Nashim organizers to convey

she says it’s hers. Where’s the room for me?” If you were part

to their community that they are frum and not feminists?

of the group, how would you have answered her?

How do you feel about the group eschewing any association
with feminism? How does this compare to your own definition of feminism?
After the rabbi refuses to endorse their efforts publicly,

What did you think of Freier’s argument that she was entitled to make the decision to bar single women from Ezras
Nashim because she was the public face of the organization
and, therefore, had the most to lose? Were you convinced

Yocheved Lerner says God is with Ezras Nashim, even if the

by her claims? Did Freier and Lerner’s handling of their dis-

rabbis aren’t. What is the significance of this distinction in a

agreement reflect or replicate the hierarchical structure of

devout community? Is there room for different interpreta-

the Hasidic community?

tions of religious law in Borough Park?

One of the EMT trainers tells the women, “You know, this is

Why did Ezras Nashim decide to exclude unmarried women

a big thing you guys are doing. I’ll never forget, my grandfa-

from acting as EMTs, even when they needed EMTs and

ther before he passed away he told me, ‘Listen, you’re black,

there were experienced EMTs available who weren’t mar-

so you’re going to have to work twice as hard as anyone

ried? What was so controversial about that decision that it

else.’… The [fact] that you’re females, just work twice as hard

caused a split in the group?

as they do, and you’ll succeed at it!” What does his insight

Yocheved Lerner says, “Ezras Nashim was my heart and

suggest about prejudice toward women? What would have

soul…This was my idea that I could not bring to

to change for future generations not to be hampered by

fruition on my own. It took a dynamo like Ruchie to

such unfairness?
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Yitty expresses her belief that there is nothing a man can do
that a woman can't do better.

Understanding the Resistance

Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

Before the women began organizing a separate service, they
offered to join Hatzolah. Why do you think Hatzolah rejected
that offer?

•

“In reality there are gender-specific roles. We’ve never
had a woman president. Most CEOs are still men.
Sometimes it's just the way it is whether you like it or
not.” (Hatzolah member)

•

“Our men would not be happy if their wives run out
leaving them with children home alone.” (opponent to
Ezras Nashim)

•

“By Hasidic standards to be unmarried and 29 and not
have kids—that’s like I’m practically in my grave. I’m
old.” (Hadassah Ellis)

Yitty Mandel justifies the existence of Ezras Nashim by noting that assisting women in childbirth is a role that “always
belonged to the women… It was taken over the years, so
we’re just reclaiming what is ours.” Ezras Nashim is traditional by any measure. Given that, what do you think it was
about Ezras Nashim that the men of Hatzolah and their supporters found so threatening?
Consider these statements about Hasidic expectations for
women:
•

•

“The focus of a woman is being a mother. Any
profession, or extra schooling, is discouraged.” (Ruchie
Freier)
“In Judaism, a woman’s place is the home, and I say
that with respect. It is their duty to stay home and
raise the children.” (Hatzolah member)

In what ways does the worldview represented by these
statements create obstacles for the organizers of Ezras
Nashim? How do they overcome those obstacles?
One of the Ezras Nashim organizers describes Hatzolah as
being similar to the mafia. Consider these tactics:
•

Belittling the women: “God have mercy if you call and
then wait for them to get their makeup and the right
dress on.”
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•

Threatening not to do business with anyone who
trains, sells to or cooperates with Ezras Nashim.

•

Threatening not to respond to emergency calls from
people (including rabbis) who publicly support Ezras
Nashim.

•

•

•

•

Suggesting to Ruchie Freier that she withdraw her
children from school because her actions are “not
really what we encourage our girls to do."
After a candidate opposing Ruchie in the Democratic
primary lost to her, running that candidate against her
in the general election.
Putting a boot on the Ezras Nashim car and
distributing a photo of it online claiming that the
service is down.
Making prank calls to the service when it goes live.

In a community that prioritizes religious devotion, how do

Ruchie thanks the women of Ezras Nashim for their support
during her speech as an elected judge.
Photo courtesy of Michael Crommett

Role Models
Because of her work with Ezras Nashim, there is opposition
to Freier’s nomination as Bais Yaakov’s Mother of the Year.
Do you see Freier as a role model? Why or why not?
We see Freier’s daughters stuffing envelopes at the Freiers’
dining room table with their friends. What do you think they
learned from watching their mother organize Ezras Nashim?
How do their takeaways compare with the lessons learned
by boys like Yitty Mandel’s young son (who says he didn’t
tell his friends because no one would believe that women
could do what his mother was doing)?

you suppose people justify such actions? How do the tac-

Celebrating Freier’s election, Hadassah Ellis says, “I’m excited

tics compare with opposition to historical movements for so-

to be here with my daughter, because I look at her and I

cial justice or social change that you have seen or learned

think, she’s going to have wonderful role models to look up

about?

to. She’s going to know that she can be anything that she
sets her mind to… and she doesn’t have to sacrifice her reli-
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The Freier Family.

gious beliefs or her practices in order to do the things that

Photo courtesy of Michael Crommett

she dreams of.” What difference does it make to have role
models who share your gender (or race, ethnicity, physical
abilities or other attributes)? Who have served as your role
models? What differentiated them from other people in your
life?

Freier eschews the feminist label because, she says, “Feminism is a secular concept. If you have a life that’s filled with
Torah values, you don’t need feminism. From my perspective, feminism is the movement when a woman wants to be

Freier declares, “The worst thing to tell me is that I cannot do

equal to a man, or she wants a man’s job. I’m very happy

something because I’m a woman…[or] because I’m a reli-

with my role as a woman.” Is that what feminism means to

gious woman.” How has she responded to such challenges?

you?

What did you learn from her about resilience?

Freier acknowledges, “I couldn’t achieve this position [as
judge] if the women who have been trailblazing for women’s

Challenging Patriarchy?
Opponents frame the effort to create Ezras Nashim as part

equality hadn’t made it possible, so my connection with secular feminism I think is very obvious.” How is it possible to
credit feminism and also disavow it in favor of traditional pa-

of an intrusive radical feminist agenda. Do you see it as rad-

triarchal gender roles? How does Freier walk the line be-

ical? In what ways does the effort to create Ezras Nashim

tween advocating for change and valuing tradition?

challenge patriarchal community structures and in what
ways does it affirm those structures?
How might the existence of Ezras Nashim change the lives
of girls growing up in Borough Park? What could

Additional media literacy questions are available at:
www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php

change for the community’s boys?
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TAKING ACTION

Ruchie campaigns in Borough Park for her
civil court judge election.
Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

•

Review essential services (like emergency medical care) in your community to assess whether women’s
needs are being met. Convene a wide range of stakeholders to create a plan to fill any gaps you identify.

•

Hold a fundraiser for Ezras Nashim or for another organization that meets women’s needs in your
community.

•

Invite women leaders from diverse Jewish communities (Hasidic, Modern Orthodox, Reform, Conservative,
Reconstructionist, Renewal, secular), as well as others who have created grassroots initiatives in their
communities, to share and contrast their experiences.
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FILM-RELATED WEB SITES
93QUEEN
93Queen.com
The film’s website includes information about the film, its music, its subjects
and the filmmaker. For updates, also see @RachelFreier on Twitter.

Original Online Content on POV
The 93Queen website—www.pbs.org/pov/93queen—offers a streaming video trailer for the film; an interview with filmmaker;
a list of related books; a downloadable discussion guide; a lesson plan with streaming clips; and special features.

Ezras Nashim

JEWISH ORTHODOX FEMINIST ALLIANCE

ezras-nashim.org

https://www.jofa.org

The official website of the all-women EMT service featured

This organizations works to expand opportunities for

in the film provides additional information on its services.

women within the framework of Jewish law.

FORWARD: “RUCHIE FREIER: HASIDIC JUDGE,

JEWISH WOMEN’S ARCHIVE: “JEWISH FEMINISM IN

AMERICAN TRAILBLAZER”

THE UNITED STATES”

https://forward.com/culture/399616/ruchie-freierhasidic-judge-american-trailblazer

https://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/jewish-feminismin-united-states

This profile of Ruchie Freier offers insights into the

Eminent historian Paula E. Hyman contributed this essay

formation of Ezras Nashim and her legal career.

on the history of Jewish feminism.

Jewish Women/Feminism

myjewishlearning.com/article/halakha-and-feminism

MY JEWISH LEARNING: “HALAKHA AND FEMINISM”

THE NEW YORK TIMES:
“THE UNORTHODOX MATCHMAKER”
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/02/style/theunorthodox-matchmaker-yocheved-lerner-miller.html

This essay by Orthodox Jewish feminist Blu Greenberg
explores the intersections and contradictions of living a
traditional Jewish life and also being a feminist.

MY JEWISH LEARNING: “HASIDIC WOMEN IN THE

A profile of Yocheved Lerner-Miller, a co-founder of Ezras

UNITED STATES”

Nashim who went on to start a successful matchmaking

myjewishlearning.com/article/hasidic-women-in-theunited-states

business for Hasidic singles in Brooklyn.
CHABAD: THE JEWISH WOMAN
theJewishWoman.org

Historian Bonnie Morris offers an overview of women’s
status in American Hasidic communities.

This Lubavitch Hasidic site explores a range of issues
related to living as a Hasidic Jewish woman.
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Emergency Medical Technicians/Services
EMS 101: “Want to become an EMT? This is what you need

Yocheved talks about her disagreement with
Ruchie over the question of single women joining
Ezras Nashim. Yocheved decided to leave the
organization after this dispute.
Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

to know.”
https://www.ems1.com/emsproducts/education/articles/1166258-Want-to-become-a
n-EMT-This-is-what-you-need-to-know
This article provides an overview of EMT training and
answers to frequently asked questions about the
profession.

Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education
Programs: “Finad an Accredited Program”
http://www.caahep.org
For those interested in pursuing EMT training, this site
offers a list of accredited programs, by state, for EMTs
and paramedics.
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HOW TO BUY THE FILM

To order 93Queen for educational use,
visit http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalog/pages/c979.shtml.

Produced by American Documentary, Inc.,
POV is public television’s premier showcase
for nonfiction films. Since 1988, POV has been
the home for the world’s boldest contemporary filmmakers, celebrating intriguing personal stories that spark conversation and inspire action. Always an innovator, POV discovers fresh new voices
and creates interactive experiences that shine a light on social issues and elevate the art of storytelling. With our documentary
broadcasts, original online programming and dynamic community
engagement campaigns, we are committed to supporting films
that capture the imagination and present diverse perspectives.
POV films have won 37 Emmy® Awards, 21 George Foster
Peabody Awards, 12 Alfred I. duPont-Columbia University Awards,
three Academy Awards®, and the first-ever George Polk Documentary Film Award. The POV series has been honored with a
Special News & Documentary Emmy Award for Excellence in Television Documentary Filmmaking, three IDA Awards for Best Curated Series and the National Association of Latino Independent
Producers (NALIP) Award for Corporate Commitment to Diversity. Learn more at www.pbs.org/pov.
POV Spark (www.pbs.org/pov)
Since 1994, POV Digital has driven new storytelling initiatives
and interactive production for POV. The department has continually experimented with web-based documentaries, producing PBS' first program website and the first Snapchat-native
documentary. It has won major awards for its work, including a
Webby Award and over 19 nominations. Now with a singular
focus on incubating and distributing interactive productions,
POV Spark continues to explore the future of independent nonfiction media through its co-productions, acquisitions and POV
Labs, where media makers and technologists collaborate to reinvent storytelling forms.

Front cover: Ruchie Freier.
Photo courtesy of Paula Eiselt

POV Engage (www.pbs.org/pov/engage)
The POV Engage team works with educators, community organizations and PBS stations to present more than 800 free
screenings every year. In addition, we distribute free discussion
guides and standards-aligned lesson plans for each of our films.
With our community partners, we inspire dialogue around the
most important social issues of our time.
American Documentary, Inc. (www.amdoc.org)
American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia arts organization dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting
contemporary stories that express opinions and perspectives
rarely featured in mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst
for public culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities around socially relevant content on television,
online and in community settings. These activities are designed
to trigger action, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and community participation. AmDoc is a 501(c)(3)
not-for-profit organization.
Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, National Endowment for the Arts and the Wyncote Foundation. Additional funding comes from The John S.
and James Knight Foundation, Nancy Blachman and David desJardins, Bertha Foundation, Reva & David Logan Foundation,
Open Society Foundations, Chicago Media Project, Sage Foundation, Lefkofsky Family Foundation, The Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences, New York State Council on the Arts,
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with
the City Council, Ann Tenenbaum and Thomas H. Lee and public television viewers. POV is presented by a consortium of public television stations, including KQED San Francisco, WGBH
Boston and THIRTEEN in association with WNET.ORG.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage
for the latest news from POV Engage.
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